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The Cottage (home of our Guild) 
Building 2, 10 Russell Drysdale St,  
East Gosford, NSW 2250 
 
All correspondence  
Postal:       The Secretary,  
                   PO Box 4056  
                   East Gosford NSW 2250 
 
Email: cchstagsecretary@gmail.com 
 
Website: www.cottagecrafts.net.au 
 
The Cottage: (02) 4325 4743 
(Phone anytime and leave a message and 
we will get back to you A.S.A.P.) 
 
Email the Editor: coastalyarn@gmail.com 
Content and Feedback most welcome  

Dear Guild Members, 
Contributions to the newsletter would be 
gratefully received. Submissions can be sent 

to coastalyarn@gmail.com  . Hardcopy 
submissions can be left in the Newsletter 
drawer on the front table. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Cheers 
Lisa S 
 
Please keep your contributions coming for 
our next Editor Helen W. 
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Presidents Report 
 

Hello Follow Guild Members 

 
Once again, we are in a lockdown.  
 
I hope everyone is staying safe and following the Covid Safe Rules. It is a difficult 
time we are all experiencing, please remember to be kind to one another.  
 
We all have our ways of coping (mine is 
crafting, this time round a TikTok 
cardigan) our superpower is our 
creativity; some members live alone so 
remember to reach out and check how 
they are doing. 
 
I hope this moment in time soon passes 
and we can return to normal.  
 
So, a short and sweet report this month.  
 
Stay safe and touch base with family, 
friends and neighbours, we are all in this 
together. 
 
All the best  
Debbie   
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Talents on Display  
Photos and Text – Bev S, Julie D, Caitlin W, Noelene F, Debbie M 

 
 
 
 
I have one new piece just finished - a needle felted 
Magnolia 

glued firmly to backing and framed... 

 

Best of Lockdown wishes To All ! 

Julie D  

 
 

 

 

 

Community Quilts 
 

Treat yourself  - spend some time at 
the Cottage with like minded folk and 

lend a hand to create Community 
Quilts. 

 
COMMUNITY QUILTS WILL RESUME POST LOCKDOWN 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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TikTok Cardigan from Debbie M  
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This is a Welcome package for my newest great niece, Iris Belle. 
I was so 
thankful that 
Sue D gave 
me the Iris 
fabric for the 
backing and 
the carry 
bag…and 
Margaret C. 
made the wee 
little white 
mouse. 
These 
beautiful 
little animal 
creations 
have been 
sent to the six 
new bubs in 
our family 
over the past 
3 years. 
The quilt 
panel has 
been machine 
and hand 
quilted, with 
embroidered 
French knots 
and grub 
roses to help 
tie it 
together. 
 
Noelene F  
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I was getting a bit bored 
with my weaving and 
decided at add a few 
extra yarns to the warp 
and came up with this.  

I was quite happy until 
my daughter said it 
looked like her friends 
chicken. After seeing the 
beautiful chicken I don’t 
feel so bad. I’m now 
calling it the chicken scarf.  

Cheers Denise J 
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After getting tired of crochet beanies, knitted scarves, 
sewing hot water bottle covers and running out of doggie 
cushion stuffing I needed a new distraction. Fabric was 
delivered to my door with instruction on how to make 
doggie bandannas. This is what I did in that second week of 
lock down, 75 made with 1 to finish and I don’t have any 
more fabric. My daughters dog Lyon is modelling his 
bandana and my daughter is modelling her coordinated 
face mask. Now I need a new project 

Denise J   
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My beautiful big cross stitch. It's 26cm by 54 cm and has 21 colours! Let's not talk about how 
long it took though  

Caitlin W  
 

This is the cross stitch that started Caitlin’s Crafting Journey – Refer to her story in the June 
Edition of the Coastal Yarb   
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Crafting Journeys 

Thank You to all those members who have submitted your stories.  

Below are a couple of stories including the story of our new Newsletter Editor 
Helen W who has been kind enough to submit her story and put it in this 
Newsletter rather than save it till her first edition – which is very generous  .  

So Please – submit your journey story for Helen’s first edition.  

So far we have published only a very small % of our stories. 

Cheers 

Lisa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There does appear to be a theme in 
our stories – And I for one 
appreciated my jewels  
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Being the eldest of four kids growing up on a country farm, I was very fortunate to have known and 
been influenced craft wise, by three talented and resourceful women (all in the one house a lot of the 
time!). 

My great-grandmother Ada, taught me to tat a very basic pattern as I was only about 8 years old.  Then 
she brought out the knitting needles and over those early years coat hanger covers and scarves were 
the results … I think most of us would have begun with those patterns. 

Grandmother Eva was a demon on the treadle sewing machine and also very practical, so I watched 
with great intent, and consequently while trying out the machine sewed my finger!  However, this did 
not deter me and has resulted in a lifelong interest.  This eventually led to my teenage fashion fads and 
making clothes…viz 1960’s…thanks to Mum saying “choose a pattern and material, there’s the sewing 
machine, have a go”…. 

In later years I stitched for family and my own boys beginning with little nighties, etc. from the Tresillian 
and Enid Gilchrist patterns…not used nowadays but very important once upon a time.  
 

At times, sewing and many crafts have been my saviour, 
and making for family scattered everywhere gives a 
connection, even if they just put the gifts away in the 
cupboard!  Over the years I’ve dabbled in a variety of 
handwork (as many of us admit), but I think my biggest 
disaster so far has been spinning.  One could tie up the 
Manly Ferry, or the QE2, with the woollen rope I spun!  I 
might try again….one day. 

I discovered patchwork probably in the 1980’s making three 
basic one-patch quilts from packs of Laura Ashley cotton 
squares.  Mine is worn out but my sisters still use theirs. 

One night I walked into The Cottage and joined Bellbird 
Quilters and was hooked on patchwork….and haven’t 
stopped since.  Eventually Bellbird merged with the Guild 
and have gone from strength to strength teaching each 
other, giving to the community and providing friendship and 
lots of cuppas, chat and laughs….oh, I almost forgot the 
cakes! 

 
May it all continue…(even if “virtually”in the foreseeable future). 
In stitches… 

Noelene F  
P.S.  My dad contributed by teaching me how to use tools….and that has been VERY useful. 
  

Noelene’s precious original tools 
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I began to craft from a very early age.  Grandparents are really beautiful people, especially Nannas who 
like to teach you how to knit and crochet.  I was one of five children, so my mother was always too 
busy, also she was not a very patient person, so it was great to have my father’s mother nearby who 
really enjoyed teaching her grandchildren to do craft.  I don’t think Nanna did any patchwork but 
perhaps in those days there was not much money to do this sort of craft but in my mother’s later years 
she was a great quilter and did all her quilts by hand which she loved.  I still value the village scene 
queen bed quilt that she made for me years 
ago. 
 
Anyway, Nanna liked crochet best, so she 
taught me the basics.  I learnt to make doilies, 
really fine doilies with fine DMC and Coates 
mercerised cotton.  Nanna also taught me to 
knit jumpers, cardigans and scarves; she was a 
fantastic knitter and Patons yarns employed 
her to make various tops and other clothes for 
display in the Patons pattern books. 
 
For a long time after that, when I was growing 
up into adulthood and as a working person, I 
got involved in many recreational activities 
like ballroom dancing, tennis and of course 
boys so I did not get much time for craft 
work. 
 
Occasionally, I may have picked up my hook 
or needles and made a jumper or doily but I 
think there might have been a lot of space 
between doing these things.  There always 
seemed to be something better or more important to do.  Now that I am retired, I have learnt to quilt 
since I joined the Spinners and Weavers Guild about two years ago.   
 
My first thought when I wake up in the morning is which project that I have started, am I going to work 
on today.  I usually have at least three projects going at once.  At present I am crocheting a beanie, 
finishing the quilting on a bird patchwork and cutting out six inch squares for a baby’s cot quilt.  It is 
called a Morning Sunburst quilt with ‘on point’ squares made by Hobbysew. 
 
It is even better during this lockdown period, as I have more time for craft as I can stay at home 
longer.  It is isolating though, the novelty of spending more time in creativity is wearing thin.  I miss my 
weekly jaunts to the Cottage and socialising with my family and friends in my community. 
 
Happy crafting!  
 
Helen W   
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Thoughts from the Newsletter Editor 

Hello There – as you know this is my last edition as your Newsletter Editor. 

I would firstly like to THANK Bev S for all her input over the last three years – without Bev the 
Newsletter would have been a very different beast 

Some Newsletter stats for you to think about -  

Number of Newsletters Sent out since September 2018 including this one  35 
Total Number of Pages Published   636 
Average Number of Pages per Newsletter  18 pages 
Longest Newsletter 27 pages Oct 18 
Shortest Newsletter  10 pages Oct 19 
Editions with Contributions from Bev S Most of them 😊 

I have reproduced below some of my 
favourite inspirational bits from previous 
editions – but this one is my favourite  

And I am very pleased to have made the 
acquaintance of many Guild members 
who would choose to join me in the front 
row. 

All the very best  

Happy Crafting 

Love 

Lisa 
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2020/21 Guild Directory 

President Debbie Mullins 
Vice President Sue Nolan 
Treasurer Helen Williams 
Secretary Margaret Cotter  
Public Officer Denise James 
Equipment Officers Bev Smith 
Cottage Manager Linda Bond   
Newsletter Editor Lisa Senior ( LAST EDITION )  
Librarian Kathryn Scurrah  
Website Administrator Margaret Cotter and Beth Davies  
Community Quilts Coordinator Noelene Fraser and Lynn Kellahan 
Events Coordinators Beth Davies and Kathryn Scurrah   
Life Members  Camelia Rogers,    

Pat de Carle 
Olive Jeffery  
Jenny Campbell 

  

Weekly Activities at Our Cottage 
All craft types are welcome at the Guild at any time. 

Day  Time  Craft Types  
Monday  Morning All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on Arts 

Patchwork and Quilting 
Tuesday  Morning All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 

Spinning, Weaving 
Wednesday  Morning All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on Arts 

Patchwork and Quilting 
Wednesday  Evening  All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on having a 

good time and sharing 
Thursday  Morning  All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 

Spinning and Yarns 
Saturday  Morning  All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 

Spinning and Yarns – Recommencing Feb 2021 
 
Community Quilts – 3rd Saturday of the month  
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Happy Birthday  
To everyone enjoying a birthday in August including members  

Sandra A, Gay B, Lynn K, Bel N, Lisa S, Helen W and Caitlin W 

 

 
Beautiful watercolour pencil illustration courtesy of Bev S  


